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Fitting guide for Pixi
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• H
 old the mask gently against the child’s
face, checking that the nose is fully
enclosed by the cushion and the
mouth is clear.
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• P
 ull the headgear over the head and move
the middle strap down until it sits across the
middle of the back of the head.
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• Attach the lower headgear strap to the
mask by holding the tab and hooking
the quick-release clip onto the lower
headgear arm.

• K
 eeping your hand on the frame to
maintain correct headgear position, bring
the lower headgear strap behind the back
of the neck.
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• If necessary, adjust the straps by
removing the tabs and gently tightening
the headgear straps until comfortable.
Do not overtighten.

• C
 onnect one end of the air tubing to
the swivel and the other end to the
therapy device.
• T
 urn on the therapy device.

• F
 or best results, adjust the straps starting at
the bottom strap and work upwards.

ResMed has partnered with paediatric health experts to bring you Pixi™: a paediatric mask
designed with children and their families in mind.

Pixi tips


• W
 hen fully fitted, ensure the top strap is
vertically aligned with the top of the ears,
and not overtightened. The middle strap
should sit across the back of the head,
horizontaly aligned with the top of the ears.



• If fitting the mask for the first time,
we recommend the child be sitting in
an upright position to ensure correct fit.

Note: For complete user instructions, refer to the Pixi Paediatric User guide.
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Engineered
for little faces

Comfort, reassurance Welcome to
and acceptance
Pixi's world

Most masks used for children are
small adult-sized masks — but not the
Pixi mask. Specially designed using
the head and facial characteristics
of children aged between two and
seven, Pixi takes into account the facial
contours of a child's face.

The headgear is designed to sit away
from the child’s eyes and ears to help
reduce irritation and obstruction. Not only
can the child see clearly while wearing
the mask, but carers are also reassured
and comforted by being able to see their
child’s eyes and more of their little face.

To help children overcome the
psychological barriers to therapy,
we've created a parent guide with
tips from clinical specialists to support
parents with their child’s journey,
a picture book, and colouring sheets
of the Pixi character.

ResMed.com

ResMed's custom
paediatric solution

Pixi components

When you combine Pixi with ResMed’s latest Astral™ or Stellar™ ventilators,
or our VPAP™ S , VPAP ST or VPAP ST-A pressure support devices, you have
an ideal paediatric solution designed to deliver more comfort and reliability.*

Pixi features and benefits
Comfortable
Breath-O-Prene™
headgear materials
are lightly coloured for a
more reassuring, unobtrusive
appearance on the child’s face

Soft, comfortable cushion
has a single-wall, thin silicone design that
minimises pressure on children’s soft
faces, while providing a reliable seal

Side-facing back strap
ergonomically designed from
the fitting adult’s point of view

Flexible stabilisers
help the mask conform to
each child’s unique facial
structure and shape for the
most customised fit

Two tubing positions
allow air tubing to be moved
to either side of the cushion
depending on your child’s
sleeping position

Plug (attached to frame)

Tube assembly

Frame

Cushion

Headgear

(elbow and tube)
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Quick-release latch
makes it easy to take the mask
off, while retaining desired
headgear settings
Spring-flex lightweight tube
stretches and bends easily, so it
reduces the chance of getting caught
or dragging as your child moves
around during sleep

In an emergency, release the
latch even faster by pulling
firmly on the lower
headgear strap

Product code

Combine the Pixi mask
with the latest Astral, Stellar
or VPAP devices for a paediatric
therapy system that delivers
comfort, reliability and
effective care.
**Stellar 100 not sold in ANZ

* Please refer to the relevant device User guide for indications for use with the mask.
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